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with the “legitimate” job market to attract the best candidates.
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One wants to be loved, and if not loved, then admired, and if not admired, then feared,
and if not feared, then detested and despised. One wants to invoke some emotion in other
human beings, because the soul is shivering in an empty space and wants to be reached
at any price.
Hjalmar Söderberg1

Introduction
In the past, it has often been assumed that poverty was the main driving force behind
terrorism. Insurgent organizations would succeed in recruiting suicide bombers from
among the “poorest of the poor”: In any community, those almost entirely lacking other
opportunities would be most susceptible to recruitment for extreme or violent action.
Suicide bombers, the idea ran, would be those community members with “nothing to
lose.” By contrast, those with more education, who could expect higher-than-average
income relative to their communities, would be unwilling to sacrifice a “legitimate”
career in order to participate in extremism. The public debate on terrorism has often been
permeated by the assumption that people with “less to lose”—fewer market options—
would be more supportive of terrorism and more likely to participate in acts of violence. 2
Recent studies have suggested that this assumption was wrong and that poverty is
not the main force driving participation in terrorism. 3 The evidence shows low income
and education levels to be remarkably poor predictors of the decision to join an extremist
organization; instead, the highly educated—those with the highest earning potential in the
legitimate job market—are over-represented among violent operatives such as suicide
bombers (see, e.g., Krueger 2007, Krueger and Maleckova 2003, and Berrebi 2007).
Indeed, the three best-represented professions among members of Middle Eastern
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insurgent organizations are those of engineer, doctor, and natural scientist (Gambetta and
Hertog 2007).4
This paradox cries out for explanation, even as it exposes the insufficiency of an
income-based account of the incentives to extremism and points up the need for an
interdisciplinary approach. As complex as any individual’s motives undoubtedly are the
decision to participate in terrorism is still an occupational choice in a labor market where
extremist organizations compete with “legitimate” firms to hire the best candidates, and a
market analysis is still revealing, if we can look past income as the only value this market
provides to workers. Thus this study draws on concepts from the social sciences while
making use of a supply-and-demand framework. The first paradoxical question, then,
involves the incentives driving the supply side: i.e., Why are many of those with the best
career prospects, and thus the highest opportunity-cost to terrorism, willing to sacrifice
the benefits promised by their potential careers?
The difficulty of this question should not lead us to throw up our hands, as some
would do, and abandon all hope of understanding and affecting the incentives of potential
terrorist recruits. Krueger (2007), for example, concludes that ideological forces
“dominate” economic forces in affecting the supply of terrorists and advises against
supply-side policies focused on individuals’ incentives, while contradictorily
hypothesizing that “the well-off and better-educated are drawn to extreme positions” (47,
Krueger 2007). Income or education taken alone explains little.
This study develops the notion of significance, rather than income, as the
incentive that drives workers’ job-market choices and considers how individuals with
different levels of education may compare their situations with different reference groups.
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Unlike income, significance can account not only for the lowered opportunity-cost to
terrorism but also for positive expected benefits. A job-market model based on
significance can go a long way toward explaining the observed trends, without recourse
to differential ideological profiles associated with certain levels of income or education.
Taking significance rather than income as workers’ incentive thus reanimates the
question of how policy might undermine the incentives and reduce the supply of potential
terrorists.
The demand side offers an incentives paradox, too. Though the underappreciated
complexity of terrorist missions goes a long way toward explaining why extremist
organizations send many highly educated, thoroughly dedicated members to their deaths
instead of employing them in some other way, it is crucial to note that many of the
world’s major terrorist organizations are outgrowths of community-aid organizations,
originally founded to supply basic services to communities deserted by a failing or
corrupt state. This trend raises the economic question of why such organizations turn to
terrorism: What competitive advantage can extremism offer to a community-aid
organization in allowing it to attract and retain membership, support, and power?
Hypothesizing that organizations compete with the state and one another to define
and allocate the significance that individuals seek, I suggest that—although extremism
incurs a cost to the organization by alienating moderates and clashing with government—
it can provide benefits as well. Not only does the opportunity-cost of institutional
extremism decline under a weak state but its positive benefits to the organization
increase, improving its ability to attract members and funding, maintain influence, and
compete with other organizations. This study reviews several social and economic factors
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affecting the costs and benefits of institutional extremism as it competes in the labor
market to “hire” the best recruits.
The first two sections below are devoted to the supply side of the question.
Extending the usual economic analysis, these sections investigate the incentives of highly
educated potential recruits—who are assumed to value income and significance—to
commit to and carry out suicide bombing missions. Individuals’ incentives are considered
from both “negative” (opportunity-cost) and “positive” (benefit) perspectives. The third
and fourth sections focus on negative and positive incentives on the demand side: the
decision of community-aid organizations to turn to extremism and to use their most
valuable members for suicide missions.
The fifth considers the all-important interaction of supply- and demand-side
factors and locates the explanation of the original paradox therein: The overrepresentation of the highly educated among suicide bombers is likely to be driven by the
unique gains from trade that exist between a highly educated but dispossessed individual
and the leadership of an extremist organization. Given such conditions, each comes to
value what the other has to offer in a way that subverts the “expected” preferences. This
pattern is revealed by the observed behavior of both individuals and organizations, and
the study closes with a consideration of its implications for policy decisions.
It is now clear that income alone does not drive terrorism, but policymakers still
must not proceed under the idea that terrorism and, especially, the career decisions of
individual operatives are motivated only by ideology and revenge. Though individual
psychological and ideological motives undoubtedly play an important role in terrorist
violence, a comprehensive look at the labor market for terrorism indicates that rational—
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though not strictly pecuniary—incentives may still play a major role on the supply side as
well as the demand side and that policy cannot ignore them either. A corrupt labor market
can undermine the state’s ability to confer significance on its members, leaving them in
need of significance and putting sub-state extremist organizations in a better position to
provide it. If this trend is part of the problem, then understanding and reversing it must be
part of the solution.

I.

Supply Side (I): Significance, Comparison Theory, and

the Opportunity Cost to Extremism

I.1 The Opportunity Cost to Violence
The explanation that those with “nothing to lose” are the most likely potential violent
operatives is simplistic and false but places a valid emphasis on the importance of the
opportunity cost to becoming a terrorist operative. Those with fewer other choices, whose
opportunity-cost is lower, should be more likely to engage in violent insurgency.
In Saudi Arabia, for example, where unemployment is relatively low, we see less
recruitment to organizations with political violence on their agenda. Gambetta and Hertog
(2007) argue that Saudi Arabia is an exception to the Middle Eastern rule of the overrepresentation of engineers and doctors among violent operatives precisely because the
Saudi labor market is healthy, making their opportunity-cost to violence higher: Many
Saudi engineers get jobs in Saudi companies, and so did many Palestinian engineers
before 1990. After the Gulf War, however, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, and Israel closed their
borders to Palestinian workers.
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In the job market view, then, the paradox is this: How can organizations offering
the opportunity for a virtuous suicide compete in a “hiring war” against those offering
higher economic status? What are the incentives allowing insurgent organizations to steal
young doctors and engineers from their original professions? Why is being a suicide
bomber for an insurgent organization preferable to being a doctor, even for a relatively
poor hospital, or to working as a mechanic or plumber, despite having been trained as an
engineer?
Marx and Engels famously theorized that the driving force behind revolution is
not the poorest of poor, or lumpen proletariat, but is rather the dispossessed middle class,
precisely because it has more to lose (see, e.g., Davis 1962). However, it is not only the
poorest of poor who may perceive themselves as having “nothing to lose.” At the same
time, those with much to protect have their own incentives to join the kind of
organization that may demand violent action from its members. (See Berman and Laitin
2008, Friedkin 2004, and Iannacone 2006, and see Victoroff 2005 for a survey of sociopsychological theories of “terrorism.” )

The Opportunity Cost to Violence
The explanation that those with “nothing to lose” are the most likely potential violent
operatives is simplistic and false but places a valid emphasis on the importance of the
opportunity cost to becoming a terrorist operative. Those with fewer other choices, whose
opportunity-cost is lower, should be more likely to engage in violent insurgency.
In Saudi Arabia, for example, where unemployment is relatively low, we see less
recruitment to organizations with political violence on their agenda. Gambetta and Hertog
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(2007) argue that Saudi Arabia is an exception to the Middle Eastern rule of the overrepresentation of engineers and doctors among violent operatives precisely because the
Saudi labor market is healthy, making their opportunity-cost to violence higher: Many
Saudi engineers get jobs in Saudi companies, and so did many Palestinian engineers
before 1990. After the Gulf War, however, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, and Israel closed their
borders to Palestinian workers.
In the job market view, then, the paradox is this: How can organizations offering
the opportunity for a virtuous suicide compete in a “hiring war” against those offering
higher economic status? What are the incentives allowing insurgent organizations to steal
young doctors and engineers from their original professions? Why is being a suicide
bomber for an insurgent organization preferable to being a doctor, even for a relatively
poor hospital, or to working as a mechanic or plumber, despite having been trained as an
engineer?
Marx and Engels famously theorized that the driving force behind revolution is
not the poorest of poor, or lumpen proletariat, but is rather the dispossessed middle class,
precisely because it has more to lose (see, e.g., Davis 1962). However, it is not only the
poorest of poor who may perceive themselves as having “nothing to lose.” At the same
time, those with much to protect have their own incentives to join the kind of
organization that may demand violent action from its members. (See Berman and Laitin
2008, Friedkin 2004, and Iannacone 2006, and see Victoroff 2005 for a survey of sociopsychological theories of “terrorism.”

I.2 Income and Education
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Considering income and education separately is the first step on the path to deeper insight
into the incentives driving individuals’ decisions to join terrorist organizations. In
successful economies, education and income are usually highly correlated, but the
difference between them is important: Individuals with a combination of high education
and low income are the greatest proponents of violent tactics such as suicide missions,
even in communities that support extremism (Berrebi 2007; Jasso and Meyersson
Milgrom 2004). Jasso and Meyersson Milgrom studied the complete results of the poll of
the Palestinian community’s attitude toward the “road map to peace” in 2002, and the
data yielded several surprising and counterintuitive results. First, in that community,
education and income are not highly correlated, indicating a malfunctioning of job
markets. Women, individuals with higher education, and younger people are more prone
than others to support violence, though the study also finds strong regional variations in
the support for violence, particularly across the five governorates of Gaza. The data also
indicated the more intuitive, less surprising result that individuals with higher income are
less prone to support violent solutions. Other research, though, suggests that community
support for political violence is stronger among wealthier individuals (Berrebi 2007; Fair
and Shapiro 2008),5 or among those who have witnessed more improvement in their
economic conditions.6 The breakdown in correlation between education and wealth is
also a social force driving the educated to extremism, as we shall see below.
The shrinking of education’s income-advantage, however, still cannot explain
why so many who have this advantage are willing to sacrifice it, nor can it answer the
“positive-incentives” question of what benefit recruits obtain from committing to and
carrying out suicide-bombing missions. That anyone chooses to carry out suicide
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missions indicates, in an incentives model, that being a suicide bomber has some positive
value. This cannot be income, for suicide bombers sacrifice all future prospects of any
income. Income alone, though, cannot fully account for the value of any career, whether
doctor or suicide bomber.

I.3 The Idea of Significance
Traditional economics models alone cannot capture the richness of the mechanisms at
work, for workers’ incentives and costs are not merely financial; equally central are nonfinancial components of social value. Integrating approaches from social psychology are
thus indispensable. The greater the value of a professional career, the higher the
opportunity-cost of doing anything else; the lower the value, the more likely one is to
accept this cost and choose some alternative. But social value, along with income, is
central to determining these values and costs—these incentives.
Arie Kruglanksi et al.'s notion of significance provides an excellent basis for
modeling this social-psychological “currency.” Kruglanski et al. (2009) suggests that a
traditional tripartite classification of terrorists’ motives—ideological, personal, and
social—is insufficient because it is descriptive rather than analytical and because it stops
short of explicating the underlying dynamics of suicide terrorism. Alienation, pain, and
trauma could foster numerous nonviolent activities (Kruglanski et al. 2009).7 Instead, the
research suggests a deeper motivational structure that may afford a common
understanding of numerous disparate phenomena and can suggest how the various
motive-categories identified thus far may functionally relate to each other.
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Significance is here envisioned as something that is lost and must be regained, as
when an individual undergoes a security-undermining trauma like losing a family
member to violence (cf. also Spekhard and Akhmedova 2005) or experiences feelings of
frustrated expectations or relative deprivation in situations of political, social, or
economic inequality. The significance quest is proposed as an overarching motive
propelling suicidal terrorism, recalling Viktor Frankl’s suggestion that “selftranscendence is the essence of human existence” (Frankl 2000, quoted in Kruglanski et
al. 2009). Individuals often seek to regain significance by contributing to some
communally defined collective good: Below, we shall consider how collective goods are
determined and significance lost and won, especially when the central state’s economy
and government are destabilized and its ability to define the common good is thus
undermined.
Along with preference-indicators like income and related quantities like education
level, a quantification of significance is of proven relevance in modeling the incentives at
work in a job-market decision between a professional career and the life of a terrorist
operative. It must not be ignored as a job-market incentive, not the least because (even if
income is a component of significance) the two can be substitutes. In this way,
significance bears comparison to work on the related notion of status in the job market,
where workers sometimes prefer higher status even at lower pay, implying the
substitutability of status and income (cf. footnote 5 above and see, e.g., Kwon and
Meyersson Milgrom 2009).8 As a measure of value, significance operates much like
status: Because of the substitutability of significance and income, a shortage of the latter
increases the demand for the former, so the notion of significance may offer not only a
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way to relate diverse psychological mechanisms but also a means of analyzing and
predicting empirical effects according to an incentives model.
Socially constructed and determined significance is, like income, a crucial
component of an individual’s incentives and shares other attributes with wealth as well.
Wealth and status, of course, are not absolute quantities, but rather they must be set
relative to some reference group.9 Thus the same quantity of income, for example, may
translate to different status levels, depending upon the community with which that
quantity is compared. Differing reference groups can have a tremendous impact on the
perceived value of a career as measured in terms not only of income but also of status and
significance; thus education levels may affect reference group comparisons in a
malfunctioning job market, eroding the assumed correlation between income levels and
significance levels.

I.4 Loss of Significance Through Relative Deprivation
Relative deprivation theory seeks to account for frustration and the conditions under
which it motivates people to individual or collective action. When evaluating how much
of some good people have, they compare their holdings not to any absolute standard, but
to what others around them have. 10 In a job market plagued by clientelism, non-meritbased allocation of jobs produces differences even among those with similar
qualifications or educational backgrounds, inviting unfavorable comparisons and feelings
of relative deprivation.
Another mechanism suggested by the literature, frustrated rising expectations,
involves a comparison between the individual’s actual and expected situations based on
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the expected return to a decision, investment, or sacrifice the individual has made, such
as the decision to complete a professional degree based on the expectation that it will lead
to increased earnings, security, significance, or status (see 63, Gambetta and Hertog
2007, for a discussion). This frustration, which has been proposed to lead to aggression,
is greater the closer the goal, suggesting another reason why extreme poverty fails to
correlate with insurgent violence.
Frustrated rising expectations and relative deprivation may be greatest when
conditions are due not only to a sudden economic downturn, but also to corruption. When
labor markets malfunction due to clientelism and discrimination, the state is discredited,
and an opening is presented for sub-state club-type organizations. They may then take on
not only the function to provide material aid, but also the authority to define collective
goods. Such an organization can compete with the state and other institutions as a source
of significance.
Though no social psychology construct can capture the entirety of an individual
operative’s motives 11 (indeed, the motive may come after the action as a
rationalization—see Elster 2005), relative deprivation suggests a mechanism driving not
only political or ideological frustration but also the loss of significance. And a shortage of
significance under a corrupt job market makes the alternative significance offered by
extremist organizations all the more valuable.
The economic conditions for Palestinian students after they graduate exemplify
not only frustrated expectations but also relative deprivation: Decreasing returns to
schooling and an increasing supply of graduated students have been ongoing trends in
Palestinian society since the beginning of the 1990s, which has led sometimes to a
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negative correlation between education and income. Growing and selling tulips generates
more income than a career in economics or engineering. Palestinian students who
enrolled when the wage premium of a university education was 40 percent ended up
earning less than 20 percent more than high school graduates in the labor market of the
early ’90s (see Angrist 1995, 1996, and 1998), and conditions have worsened since
2000.12 Labor markets in Pakistan, Egypt, and Sri Lanka exhibit similar traits, although to
a lesser degree than the Palestinian territories.
The empirical observation that members of certain professions become more
easily radicalized than others prompts Gambetta and Hertog (2007) to propose two
interacting mechanisms at work: First is the selection of students with certain cognitive
traits to certain courses of education (such as engineering and medicine); second is the
malfunctioning Palestinian labor market (a source of relative deprivation), dominated by
Arafat’s monopolistic business empire, as well as a clan mentality in the allocation of
jobs (see also Napoleoni 2005). The attempt to link cognitive traits with career choices,
though, is problematic but not necessary. As Elster (2005) points out, beliefs ingrained by
socialization do not necessarily lead to action and may not in themselves be motivators;
although the Hobbesian case is an example of beliefs as direct motivator—for instance,
the Hutus in Rwanda who may have believed that the Tutsis were going to kill them if
they did not kill first (Gourevitch 1998). But beliefs and ideological justification can
come after a choice of action motivated, for instance, by the quest for significance. The
effects Gambetta and Hertog describe may be motivated not by the nature of a given
profession, but by the other social relationships it correlates: Here again, as in all
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determinations of wealth, status, and significance, a comparison is crucial, whether
against similar peers or similar expectations.
Note that we need not posit that a loss of significance through relative deprivation
or frustrated expectations leads to violence or aggression, only that it leads to the need to
regain significance by contributing to communally or organizationally defined collective
good. Organizational incentives to the establishment of violent collective goods are taken
up again in section IV, which explores how economic collapse due to political corruption
promotes these organizations to become more extreme in their strategy and tactics.

I.5 Comparison Theory: Effects of Reference Groups on Significance
We noted the paradox that the highly educated, who have a wider range of career
possibilities and whose absolute opportunity-cost of violence is higher than the
uneducated, often behave as though their opportunity-cost is lower. We see that, adjusted
for the comparison of expectation and actual outcome and in comparison with reference
groups, it is lower.
The reference group is a standard concept in the sociological literature on
comparison theory (see footnote 6 above, as well as Sherif and Sherif 1957 and Merton
1968 for analyses of reference groups, Stouffer et al. 1965 for an application to American
soldiers, and Jasso 2002 for an overview of the literature on comparison theories).13 In a
status comparison, those who lose out relative to their reference group will exit the group;
but an individual may have more than one reference group relative to which he or she
might make the comparison (Kwon and Meyersson Milgrom 2009). We cannot measure
absolute status or significance, but we can observe loss of status or significance within
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the community or reference groups, whether this group is a geographical community, a
cohort (a group of workers who enter the job market at the same time), or all those who
share a given occupation.
The resolution of this version of the paradox is that the absolutely higher
opportunity-cost for highly educated individuals is offset by a difference in reference
groups. Relative deprivation, as the first word of the phrase suggests, implies a reference
group, in comparison with which the individual’s relative standing vis-a-vis a good or a
bad will influence the sense of just outcome. A sense of injustice will create a loss of
significance. Differing reference groups can account for the paradox that highly educated
and higher-earning community members can experience lower (perceived) significance
than their poorer neighbors. Since the value of a given absolute income or significance
level depends upon the group with which an individual compares his or her own
situation, the salary and significance of an engineer or doctor in a malfunctioning job
market, when compared with a reference group of fellow professionals, may rank lower
than that of a manual worker compared with the reference group of the worker’s own
immediate community. Differing reference groups for the more highly educated affect the
relative, as well as the absolute, magnitude of the significance an individual loses through
relative deprivation. This analysis predicts that, holding income constant, education
would correlate negatively with significance, creating a personal desire to restore
significance.
The rate of income-returns and significance-rewards of a professional education
cannot keep pace, in a malfunctioning market, with the rate at which education raises the
candidate’s expectations and the absolute level of income and/or significance that must
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be attained to achieve relative satisfaction. This occurs to such a degree that the
opportunity-cost of violence for a disappointed young professional may appear lower
than that for one of the “poorest of the poor.”
The poorest of the poor, of course, are no less motivated by significance than are
the more educated: relative deprivation may be experienced by individuals at any level of
income or education. Still, the most powerful lack of significance is reserved for those
with more of it to gain and to lose—the most powerful incitement to violence is not mere
lack of significance, but rather loss of significance. One thinks of the fall of Lucifer, or
the old saying: “The bigger they are, the harder they fall.”

II.

Supply Side (II): Significance and the Value of Signal

Sacrifice

“Clearly the act is not just about dying and killing. The expectation of gaining status and
respect as a martyr for the cause is important, so that individual action is linked to
anticipation of both popular approval and collective political success.” Sacrifice for the cause
is both personally redemptive and a mark of honor, a way of becoming a hero and part of an
exalted elite. It contrasts sharply with an otherwise insignificant or disappointing life.
(Crenshaw, quoted in Kruglanski et al. 2007)

Considerations of significance and reference group shed light on the first observed
paradox: why those with more education or income opportunities may behave as though
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they have less to lose (i.e., a smaller opportunity-cost) by sacrificing the prospects of a
“normal” life and career in order to seek an alternative source of significance. We have
identified mechanisms that may make the loss of significance more devastating for those
with more to lose. We can see why they may be prepared to sacrifice the devalorized
significance-opportunities associated with their potential professional careers, in the hope
of finding better significance-opportunities elsewhere, even if it means sacrificing their
very lives. But the paradox of violence remains: How can a career as a violent operative
be preferable in terms of significance to a career as, say, an underpaid physician serving
underprivileged patients in one’s community?

II.1 Significance and Sacrifice
Kruglanski et al. (2009) draw on recent analyses of human-motivation theories to
explore how the biological need for physical survival is intimately linked to the quest for
personal meaning and significance and how the latter stems from the threat of personal
insignificance caused by humans’ awareness of their own mortality. It is ultimately “the
nightmare of ending up as a speck of insignificant dust in an uncaring universe”
(Kruglanski et al. 2009) that motivates people to become good members of society by
doing well in culturally prescribed ways. In this respect, the readiness to sacrifice oneself
for the group in an hour of need stands as a supreme good. In addition to the promise of
immortality, heroism, and martyrdom, committing to such a sacrifice brings an influx of
scarce, valuable significance.
Operatives’ feelings of heroism are not merely the hope for posthumous notoriety.
Elias Canetti’s notions not only of heroism and power but even of survivorship are
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relevant to the case of a violent operative. For Canetti (1960), “The moment of survival is
the moment of power,” and the primal passion of the hero is to stand as lone survivor
among heaps of the dead. The violent operative may seek significance in setting out on
precisely such a “heroic” quest, for “the essence of the situation is that he feels unique.
He sees himself standing there alone and exults in it; and when we speak of the power
which this moment gives him, we should never forget that it derives from his sense of
uniqueness and from nothing else.”
Emile Durkeim (1951) analyses altruistic suicide as a willing sacrifice for the
collective good and proposes that such an extraordinary sacrifice can occur only in highsolidarity groups, so that it is precisely in the most cohesive groups that we will see
altruistic suicide. Solidarity here means positive sentiments derived from repeated,
mutually satisfactory interactions (for a discussion see Heckathorn 2004). We have seen
the strong supply-side incentives for the dispossessed to attempt to regain significance
through ultimate sacrifice, but the paradox persists from the demand side, because the
high levels of social cohesion that make altruistic suicide possible also strengthen
incentives for group members to prohibit suicide (Heckathorn 2004). This points up the
paradox, addressed in section III, of clubs’ defining their own members’ suicide as a path
to fulfillment of the collective good.

II.2 Sacrifice and Signal Commitment
Another idea is that sacrifice is sometimes necessary to signal commitment. Iannacone
(1992) argues that when club members face heterogeneous opportunities, a sacrifice
(such as giving up the prospect of a professional career) can be explained as a costly
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signal of commitment to the community (or, equivalently, as a signal of relatively poor
options outside the club). A sacrifice serves as an initiation rite and an investment,
granting membership and access to the benefits of club membership. As a contribution to
the organization-defined collective good, the sacrifice (of, for example, future income)
may actually carry a positive significance-value.
From the perspective of recruits’ incentives, the extremity or moderateness of
groups, actions, and tactics may almost be defined by the opportunity-cost of
participating in them; extremism owes much of its value precisely to the cost it has
exacted. By requiring more extreme signal commitments and thus demanding greater
sacrifices (i.e., carrying a higher opportunity-cost), membership in an extreme
organization or participation in an extreme or costly action may bring more significance
than is associated with moderate ones. When significance is scarce, competition for the
limited resource drives up its price, requiring extreme actions to “buy” significance from
the organization. High-cost sects are also appealing, Iannacone (1992) argues, because
they provide a setting and structure in which normal but unsatisfied wants and needs can
be fulfilled. Iannacone (1992) notes that, regardless of religion, extremist sects constitute
faith-based communities, dedicated to the production and pursuit of valuable communal
goods and goals; benefits of membership include hope for the future, benefits for the
present, and insurance against misfortune.
But if poverty does not by itself make suicide bombers, then neither does
frustration, lack of opportunity, humiliation, personal suffering, or loss of social
significance (Kruglanski et al. 2009; Krueger 2007). In Japan, for example, when
unemployment runs high the suicide rate increases (Koo and Cox 2008), but there is no
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increase of political violence,14 although the unemployed might experience grave loss of
significance. The choice of suicide-exit might be culturally determined but may also be
determined by the lack of an alternative to restore significance. Even assuming a positive
correlation between the cost of any action and its significance-return, we are still left with
the question why participation in a violence-prone organization may offer more
significance than equally costly, but less violent, alternatives (for related discussion see
Benmelech and Berrebi 2007). Why not some other form of self-sacrifice: charitable selfabnegation, spiritual asceticism, or some other practice accompanied by a promise of
eternal salvation or other rewards in the afterlife? Why not donate the devoted, life-long
practice of their professional skills to the organization? Why not become a volunteer
doctor, contribute one’s engineering skills to the construction of housing in destitute
communities, or even serve as a firefighter who is unafraid to face certain death in order
to rescue an endangered child? How can violence, and especially suicide missions, offer
the dispossessed individual a level of significance that other paths cannot seem to match?
The resolution to the paradox is ultimately this: It is not the operatives that define
the collective goods, violent or otherwise, capable of conferring significance; rather,
these must be defined by the leadership of an organization, community, or social group
with the authority and incentive to do so. Under a strong, economically successful
government, the state retains this authority, but we shall see that a failed state causes this
authority to pass to welfare organizations and that the same failed state prompts the
educated to join welfare organizations.
It remains paradoxical, though, that it should profit an organization and its
community to define members’ suicide as a significance-conferring collective good. A
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social group whose survival is based on solidarity surely has strong material and
emotional incentives to prohibit suicide among its members (see Heckathorn 2004 for
discussion), so we must ask what advantage, beyond completing insurgent attacks,
organizations gain by sacrificing their members. This leads us to the preferences and
incentives of the organization and its leadership. And we must realize that, no matter how
beneficent, among the organization’s top priorities must be its own continued existence:
It must compete with the state and other organizations for members, and its leadership
must work to stay in power.

III. Demand Side (I): The Emergence of “Clubs” and
the Reduced Opportunity-Cost to Extremism in a
Non-Inclusive States

The Demand of Skill Among Organizations with extreme tactics.
Do organizations with extreme political tactics recruit skill or not? Sometime they do and
sometimes they don’t. Saudi Arabia, Indonesia, Pakistand and Afghanistan (except AL
Qaeda) use unskilled compared to the Middle East where usually more skilled on average
compared to the population are recruited and assigned.

Scholars have suggested that the general paradox of the over-representation of the highly
educated can be explained as a demand-side phenomenon. The idea is that the preference
of extremist leaders for higher-quality members leads to much more aggressive recruiting
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among the educated and that leaders’ preference for skill may alone drive the overrepresentation (Bueno de Mesquita 2005). The evidence shows that organizations like Al
Qaeda, Hamas, and Hezbollah have a strong preference for highly educated, as well as
highly devoted, members to carry out suicide missions (Benmelech and Berrebi 2007;
Benmelech et al. 2009; Krueger 2007; Krueger and Maleckova 2003). Gambetta and
Hertog (2007) refer to Zawahiri’s statement that his organization prefers engineers
simply because they are both skilled and easy to discipline.
Still, this is merely one of the potential demand-side factors, and the
organization’s paradoxical sacrifice of its best members invites more basic questions:
What social and economic conditions drive club-type organizations to form and what
drives some of these to move toward extreme15 and violent strategies? In order to provide
a suggestive answer we draw from already existing research on under what conditions
organizations emerge that define public services in violent terms, the selection of extreme
leaders and their choice of extreme management and control of their organization.

III.1 The Non-Inclusive State and the Emergence of “Clubs”
The state is the entity providing public services. In the absence of stability, predictability,
lawfulness, inclusiveness/social peace, a void exists for other entities to fill. When the
state is sufficiently discriminatory or even nonexistent, a club-type organization arise to
take on the functions that can no longer be provided by a state perceived as weak, failing,
corrupt, or “selling out” (see Berman 2000 and Berman and Laitin 2008 for theoretical
discussions, and see Matthew Levitt 2006 for an empirical illustration).16 The club works
as a “state within the state,” providing indispensable public services.
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Membership in such a club is most attractive when neither government nor
markets function well, when public safety and order are lacking, welfare services are
poorly provided or absent, and neither public nor private sectors efficiently deliver
education, health services, or insurance for all. When the state fails thus, a club, in
Berman terms, may step in to provide what the state cannot. Clubs win support not only
by fomenting ideological opposition and capitalizing on political discontent but also by
fulfilling legitimate community needs. And the members of a community require not only
public services like health care. This in turn requires a community with the unity and
authority necessary to confer authority, define collective goods.
In Arafat’s Palestinian state, for example, Hamas funded hospitals, employing
doctors and nurses who would likely otherwise have been unemployed, and provided
communities with health clinics, schooling, study groups, sports clubs, orphanages, etc.
(see Levitt 2006).17 Hamas uses dawas, communal social activities at the grassroots
level, to reshape the political consciousness of educated youth, and in areas lacking social
welfare providing social services has become a tool used by Islamists to radicalize and
recruit Muslim youth. For instance, a Palestinian Christian from Bethlehem suggested
that Hamas attempted to buy votes in the election via dawa activities: “ ‘You’d wake up
in the morning,’ a woman explained, ‘and find a box of staples like oil and sugar here on
the sidewalk’ ” (Levitt 2006). By the time Hamas turned to systematic violence, the
Palestinian Fatah had long been corrupt and unable to guarantee health, safety, or a
functioning labor market (Ricolfi 2005).
In addition to the economic situation, though, the value of Hamas’s strong signals
of commitment to the public good was increased not only by the economic situation but
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also by the government’s tendency to clientelism and the perception that Arafat had sold
his people out in the 1994 Oslo Accords. 18 For the state functions, taken over by the
club, include not only providing material public services like health care and education,
but also by assuming the social authority to define collective goods for its community,
thereby creating an arena in which significance can be resought. Failure on the labor
market leads to less income, thus more need to regain significance through other venues,
thus a greater reliance on collective goods, which require a central social authority.
Performing or contributing to a collective good is a prime way of trying to regain
significance after trauma, and it is the organization that designates what acts of sacrifice
contribute to the collective good.

III.2 The Economically Non-Inclusive State and the Declining Opportunity-Cost of
Extremd Tactics
When the “legitimate” job market has broken down and weakened or even reversed the
expected relationship between education and income, the highly educated dispossessed
are eager to trade their surplus of commitment for the sort of significance that takes its
value from the sacrifice made to obtain it. And this is just the sort of significance
extremist organizations have to offer. (the question often raised is why if there are any
jobs do young people invest in skill, they will not be able to use?)
Though economic failure promotes the emergence of clubs, they do not have to
decide on violent tactics. Examples of organizational violence is induced by corrupt and
often complemented with states that provides asymmetric welfare services among its
citizens: as in Palestine under Arafat (Ricolfi 2005); with the Sri Lankan Tamil Tigers
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(Hopgood 2005); with Venezuelan clientelism (Miguel et al. 2007); and in ethnicitybased Rwandan societies (Gourevitch ), all cases where corruption, in addition to
economic hardship, created conditions for relative deprivation and hence loss of
significance. 19
But in Germany, and the United States, or even in failing states like DRC people
who leave their regular communities to join club-type organizations that provide public
goods to their communities, do not necessarily join clubs with extreme tactics. Clubs or
sects in strong states are much less likely to turn to violence than those in other states
though we might surely learn much from exceptions such as the ETA and IRA, Saudi
Arabian and Egyptian “brotherhoods,” the Baader-Meinhof in Germany, and the
Weathermen and Black Panthers in the United States (see Kalyvas and Sanchez-Cuenca
2005).
Religious groups/clubs are not the only type of organization that we find among
those promoting extreme political violence, nor are they the only type of “faith-based
groups” that can supply arenas for high-stake sacrifices (see Pape 2003, 2005; Kalyvas
and Sanchez-Cuenca 2005). The success to providers of services has more to do with
organizational structure than with theology (see Iannacone and Berman 2006):
Nationalistic, sectarian, and international ideological movements, from Tamil Tigers to
anarchist movements, have been effective at recruiting suicide operatives. Hence, even
when extremely costly to the organization, extremism may offer other advantages to the
leadership of a club that hopes to be a serious competitor in the significance-providing
arena.
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IV: Demand Side (II): Club Leadership and the Tendency to
Extreme Strategies
The previous section describes the established research on why club organizations take
over some of the state’s prerogative in defining collective goods for the community and
thus controlling a primary source of regaining lost significance. This section explain the
potential organizational benefits of extrememe strategies complementing their need for
extreme tactics, considering several aspects of the leadership of autocratic organizations
that have been identified in the literature.
IV.1 Taxation, funding and accountability and extrimism
Iannacone (1992) argues that since club members engage in joint production of
local, public goods during non-market hours, market work is a distraction with a negative
externality for other members. Given this externality, efficient clubs should tax market
wages. The non-violent organization of Pentecostals active in the conflict-ridden
Democratic Republic Congo, for example, does collect taxes from its membership.(see
PNAS 2012) (when leadership is depending on funding from members through taxation
does that mean that they are less likely to define violent tactics? Cause they do have to
represent the median voter, and hence therefore become more moderate than extreme?
Lacking tax authority, however, clubs often turn to prohibitions on consumption or to
other compulsory sacrifices as a method of lowering wages, a crude-but-feasible
substitute for taxation.
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Club organizations such as Hezbollah and Hamas have relied heavily on
charitable contributions from outside funders, requiring dues of its members in nonfinancial forms. But these have not always been violent; Muslim organizations in Gaza
and the West Bank did function as a peaceful “state within the state” for many years,
requiring dues of its members in non-violent other forms than taxes.20
Iannacone (1992) points out that though religion is a natural organizing node for
community provision of local public goods, the propensity of religious sects to signals of
commitment such as prohibitions, sacrifices of alternatives, and destruction of resources
can also be explained in secular preference-terms as an internal incentives-system that
allows clubs to efficiently provide services to members.
Club like organizations do not always have the freedom to tax their members, as
the Pentecostals for example. Where this is possible, members can hold their leaders
accountable for their choices/actions and leaders are more sensitive to what members in
the organizations want and demand.
In contrast to Pentacostals however, club like organizations like Hezbollah,
Hamas, Tamil Tigers, has to rely on charitable funding. Those groups that rely on
criminal activities such as petty crimes, weapon or drug trade, see for instance FARC,
IRA, or even Al Qaeda, will be more sensitive to detection. (Farc, drugs, IRA weapons
and drugs, Al Qaeda petty crimes ex Canada and LA plots).
Those organization that are relying on charitable have to compete for scarce
resources hence have to show strong commitment/sacrifice, for the cause. Competition
around commitment leads to signaling of the organization’s readiness to make sacrifices.
The more willing to make strong sacrifices to more commitment they show and the more
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likely to organization will receive outside funding. That will also be the case in
competition with other clubs, the more committed the more funding and the more
members, and even community support you will receive.
IV. 2. Extreme Selection bias of leadership
Club leaders are recruited from among “claimants” who perceive themselves as having
particular leadership skills or characteristics (DeRue and Ashford 2008). An individual
may also have a strong drive to become a leader in order to pursue a particular cause
(Eric van den Steen). In either case, club leaders exhibit a selection bias toward
individual extremist ideology and tactics, where it would be more costly for them than for
others to compromise any aspect of their mission.
Extremism is also a valuable way for leaders to signal commitment to their
causes. Leaders that need to prove their willingness to protect the population at any cost
will be more extreme in their definition of collective goods than the population as a
whole, and even than other potential leaders, and will be more extreme in their choices of
tactics when they encounter internal threats or external shocks. Why?
In a model in Kartik and McAfee (2006), voters place a value on an unobservable
attribute we call character, but those candidates who lack strong character compete by
adopting more extreme positions.21 Leaders in communities and organizations supporting
political resistance will be more extreme and fundamentalist in their beliefs, and hence in
their definition of collective goods and in their range of possible actions and tactics. And
a strong signal commitment benefits not only the recruiting of followers but also the
search for funding for the cause.22
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This effect drives leaders’ tendency to diverge from the median ideology of their
constituents. It is assumed in much of the leadership literature that this type of leadership
is a reflection of what the community wants—remarkably prevalent is the idea that the
leader wants to mirror the median voter—and that a community gets the leadership it
“asks for.” But we have seen that, in the competition for souls, the most committed of
leaders, with the most convincing promise not to sell out the people, is the most credible
both with respect to funding and membership support (see for example the splinting off
and development of extreme actions in Palestine, Pakistan etc.). And competing for
funding as well as members, showing extreme commitment demands extreme actions.
In these circumstances potential leaders with strong visions or clear goals will win
the battle for leadership, so leaders of organizations will generally be more devoted to the
cause, have a stronger confidence in their own capacity, and be more extreme in their
beliefs than other members. The winners will be those less willing to compromise
because compromise is more costly to them (Hogg and Terry 2001),23 so organization’s
leaders will be more extreme than their members.
The most effective past leaders of Hamas have signaled unwillingness to
compromise through both rhetoric and action. Sheik Ahmed Yassin, one of the five
founding members, who directed suicide missions and provided financial assistance to
the operatives, has been quoted as saying that Hamas views women as a reserve force and
that when Hamas needs women as suicide operatives it uses them. Yassin’s successor, the
pediatrician Abdel Aziz Rantisi, publicly announced, “There will be no concession of one
inch of Palestine because it is Islamic land,” that there would be “no recognition of what
is called that state of Israel” and that “violent resistance is the only option for the
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restoration of our stolen rights.” They signaled a clear devotion and commitment to
sacrificing everything for the rights of the Palestinian people, and their 2006 election
victory was “written on the wall” years earlier.
IV.3 Leadership and Control
Leaders of autocratic organizations need to control their members, and defining collective
goods is the major means of creating significance-value, which attracts and retains
members. But it is leaders’ need to protect themselves from internal threats and external
shocks—in order to stay in power and in control—that drives their leadership strategy
choices toward defining violent collective goods.24
Leaders may keep control of their organizations by constantly redefining the
signal commitment or dues required of members, preventing individual members from
regaining control. The non-monetary membership dues paid by individuals and
communities can take many forms. Requirements may begin with stricter adherence to
religious traditions, but later include providing operatives, maintaining safe houses,
hiding weapons, etc. This element of “duty” makes extreme commitments easier, perhaps
by supplying significance in proportion to the cost of the commitment. The recruiter of
female suicide bombers recently captured by the Iraqi police is vivid illustration that,
today, both women and children are committing to the sacrifice of their lives in return for
the significance this commitment carries with it among their communities.
The collective good serves as a sort of lifeline for the individual. When the
authority to define it resides with the leadership of a club, continually redefining it works
to deindividuate club members. Deindividuation processes are frequently used in cults.
Internalized cultures and socialized members are a success for the leadership, but also a
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threat. Although a member may know what action would be in the leaders’ interest, that
would also increase the member’s “self weight,” diminishing the leader’s control over the
member and thus threatening the leadership (see, e.g., Friedkin 2004).
An individual member is made up of a bundle of identities, and joining an
organization typically means that the individual, in order to fit in, must compromise
among these many identities. Examples might include women having to de-weight their
feminine style in order to fit in with the “boys club” or an African American who feels
the need to “act white” in order to fit in at a Wall Street investment firm. Leaders demand
submission by the member. The member pays back for services received by showing
commitment to the cause. The collective good becomes a crucial guarantor of value for
both leadership and the member.
Essentially, the leadership defines a collective good, and the member seeking
significance adheres to the defined collective good. By redefining the collective good the
leaders keeps control while the individual loses “self control.” In members’ pursuit of
significance, they have to give up some selfhood in order to gain significance, perhaps
making them more ready to commit to extreme demands by the leadership (Friedkin
2004). Members of such an organization necessarily face a trade-off between preserving
individuality and gaining significance.
A complement to the deindividuation is establishing “points of no return,” such as
the social pressure put on the Kamikaze pilots, where the individual soldier’s refusal
would shame his family and would constitute a fate worse than death (see Hill 2005;
Axell and Kase 2005).25 In Sierra Leone and Rwanda people have been forced into
horrendous deeds in order to make them commit to the leader and the group.26 Leadership
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strategically makes members commit to particular kinds of action and invest in specific
skills that make a return to an alternative, “normal” life impossible. (see Weinstein on
Sierra Leone) Maybe as a footnote

IV.2 Leadership and Extremism: Favored Characteristics
Circumstances favoring clubs’ ability to define collective goods may thus also favor
extremism for its value as a way to control club members. In addition, the individuals
who lead clubs may exhibit a selection bias favoring extremists, might find the move
toward extremism valuable as an expression of commitment, and tend to diverge from the
median ideology of their constituencies.
Club leaders are recruited from among “claimants” who perceive themselves as
having particular leadership skills or characteristics (DeRue and Ashford 2008), but an
individual may also have a strong drive to become a leader in order to a pursue a
particular cause. In either case, club leaders might exhibit a selection bias toward
individual extremist ideology, where it would be more costly for them than for others to
compromise any aspect of their mission.
Extremism is also a valuable way for leaders to signal commitment to their
causes. Leaders that need to prove their willingness to protect the population at any cost
will be more extreme in their definition of collective goods than the population as a
whole, and even than other potential leaders, and will be more extreme in their choices of
tactics when they encounter internal threats or external shocks. Why?
In a model in Kartik and McAfee (2006), voters place a value on an unobservable
attribute we call character, but those candidates who lack strong character compete by
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adopting more extreme positions.27 Leaders in communities and organizations supporting
political resistance will be more extreme and fundamentalist in their beliefs, and hence in
their definition of collective goods and in their range of possible actions and tactics. And
a strong signal commitment benefits not only the recruiting of followers but also the
search for funding for the cause.28
This effect may drive leaders’ tendency to diverge from the median ideology of
their constituents. It is assumed in much of the leadership literature that this type of
leadership is a reflection of what the community wants—remarkably prevalent is the idea
that the leader wants to mirror the median voter—and that a community gets the
leadership it “asks for.” But we have seen that, in the competition for souls, the most
committed of leaders, with the most convincing promise not to sell out the people, is the
most credible. Signaling extreme commitment demands extreme actions.
In these circumstances potential leaders with strong visions or clear goals will win
the battle for leadership, so leaders of organizations will generally be more devoted to the
cause, have a stronger confidence in their own capacity, and be more extreme in their
beliefs than other members. The winners will be those less willing to compromise
because compromise is more costly to them (Hogg and Terry 2001),29 so organization’s
leaders will be more extreme than their members.
The most effective past leaders of Hamas have signaled unwillingness to
compromise through both rhetoric and action. Sheik Ahmed Yassin, one of the five
founding members, who directed suicide missions and provided financial assistance to
the operatives, has been quoted as saying that Hamas views women as a reserve force and
that when Hamas needs women as suicide operatives it uses them. Yassin’s successor, the
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pediatrician Abdel Aziz Rantisi, publicly announced, “There will be no concession of one
inch of Palestine because it is Islamic land,” that there would be “no recognition of what
is called that state of Israel” and that “violent resistance is the only option for the
restoration of our stolen rights.” They signaled a clear devotion and commitment to
sacrificing everything for the rights of the Palestinian people, and their 2006 election
victory was “written on the wall” years earlier.
The organizational incentives to define an extremist collective good are powerful
and are only reinforced by the effects of a corrupt labor market: The “relatively deprived”
individual’s heightened need for alternative sources of significance and reduced
opportunity-cost of extremism increase these incentives in both directions. And indeed,
the interaction of supply and demand, of the incentives of individuals with those of
organizations, can produce an effect powerful enough to account for much observed
extremist activity, even without addressing political or religious ideology. While these
undoubtedly matter, policymakers should first seek to understand and influence the
economic processes at work. The corrupt labor market sits at the crux of the interaction of
the supply of potential terrorist operatives and the organizations’ demand for them.

V.

Alignment of Individuals’ and Organizations’ Interests:

Gains from Trade
It was formerly assumed that poverty and lack of education drove the supply side of the
labor market for terrorism, but the discovery of surprisingly high levels of education and
income among suicide bombers has triggered a reaction, leading recent commentators to
make sweeping claims about the extent to which ideology drives both individuals and
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organizations, to abandon hope of influencing the supply side, and to dismiss the ability
of economics approaches to aid in understanding terrorism and designing effective policy
against it.
Attacking the funding of extremist organizations and supporting alternative
choices for potential recruits have rightly been proposed and implemented as effective
ways to reduce demand in the terrorism market. But dismissing the supply side is a
mistake, for it precludes a focus on the interaction of supply and demand, the interaction
that sets the quantity and price of terrorist operatives’ lives. Dismissing the supply side
also means abandoning consideration of the legitimate labor market in the fight against
terrorism. As a major competitor to extremism, and as a major opportunity-cost for so
many operatives, the labor market sits at the crux of supply and demand: Much more than
low income alone, the injustice of a corrupt labor market can increase both. It not only
increases the supply of operatives, but it also raises the value of the significance an
extremist organization can provide.
An individual’s decision to join an organization represents a trade: a highly
educated individual exchanging his or her life for a quantity of organizationally defined
significance. The gains from this trade are a result of the alignment of interests between
significance-seeking recruits and power-seeking leadership. In a broken state, the
incentives of the highly educated to find alternative sources of significance come into
fatefully powerful alignment with the incentives and ability of club leadership. We have
seen that when state-level markets and governments fail, the opportunity-cost to
extremism shrinks for both individuals and organizations. The available supply of quality
personnel increases, while the organization’s demand for quality personnel increases
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because the significance it provides becomes more valuable, as the value of its
competitors’ substitutable brand of significance decreases. The value of such alignment
of interests is potentially tremendous and may account for the observed paradoxes that
prompted the present study.

VI. Conclusions
Poverty is not the main driving force of extreme political violence, but the true forces
may be equally, or even more, difficult to address with policy. The value of legitimate
and extreme careers is best understood in terms of significance, to which income is only
one contributor. But significance, like status and wealth, constitutes a ranking relative to
some reference group or groups, and the more formidable reference groups associated
with higher levels of education may leave even relatively high-income individuals feeling
poorer and less significant than the poorest members of their communities. The reduced
opportunity-cost to an extremist career for the highly educated may drive their overrepresentation among violent operatives.
Several structural features of club leadership may drive organizations toward
extremism, and the declining opportunity-cost to extremism in a failing state may drive
institutional extremism as well as individuals’ decisions to join. The leadership of these
organizations seems to exhibit a selection bias toward extremism and, in order to recruit
members and attract funds, must signal extreme commitment by promising total sacrifice
in the interests of a hard-line, no-compromises approach. These leaders will be at the
extreme ends, not the median, of the ideological continuum of the population. Effective
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techniques of maintaining control, including deindividuation through sudden redefinition
of the collective good, also tend to push organizational leadership toward extremism.
Ultimately, though, we must target the interaction of the supply and demand on
which these forces work. A focus on the demand of sub-state organizations for
operatives, which grows not only with their financial resources but also with their power
to define collective goods, should not lead policy and theory to ignore the increasing
supply of dispossessed potential recruits. We have seen the power associated with a
community’s authority to define collective goods, but each individual is a member of
multiple communities—geographical, religious, kinship, etc., each with potential to
define collective goods and confer significance. Perhaps it should not be surprising that
income alone is a poor predictor of terrorist violence, just as it is of significance. At the
same time, economics has a role to play in the structure of all of the institutions that
compete to provide significance to the dispossessed. In the struggle against terrorism, the
labor market must not be ignored as a force residing at the center of this competition.
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1

From the novel Doctor Glas, 1905. Translated by the author.

2

People that have lesser opportunities are more prone to commit crimes Becker (1968), or join religious

sects and cults (Iannacone 1993; 2007, Berman 2000, 2003).
3

The idea that poverty does not drive terrorism is valid on a country level too. There is no higher risk for

support for terrorism in poorer countries than in richer, once factors like political freedom are considered.
Instead, political freedom seems to be highly correlated with low risk of terrorism, but the relationship is
non-monotonic, so that countries in transition from authoritarian regimes moving toward higher levels of
political freedom are more vulnerable to terrorism (Abadie and Gardeazabal 2007; Abadie 2004).
In addition, Krueger and Laitin (2007) find that controlling for political regime there is little economic
foundation for terrorist origins. The economic story for terrorism is in the characteristics of the target. The
data suggest that the origins of terrorism are in countries that suffer from political oppression and the
targets are countries that enjoy a measure of economic success. However, the literature on civil wars
suggests that competition for natural resource endowments and economic weakness are significant
predictors of violence at the national level (Collier and Hoeffler 2004; Fearon and Laitin 2003); of political
freedom (Abadie 2004); a life under occupation (Pape 2003, 2005); and frustrated expectations (Gambetta
and Hertog 2007); and loss of significance (Kruglanski et al. 2009).
4

The most salient exceptions include the Saudi insurgency, which mounted devastating bomb attacks in

2003 and 2004, the LTTE in Sri Lanka, and the IRA and ETA separatist movements. The members of these
come largely from among the under-educated and the working class.
5

The exceptions to these findings include cases in Iraq and Afghanistan of the recruitment of very young,

very poor operatives.
6

See Fair and Shapiro (2008) on Pakistanis’ perception of their own support for political violence:

Respondents suggest that support for militancy comes not from those who are falling behind economically,
but rather from those who see their nation’s economy as pulling away from India’s.
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7

See Sageman (2004) on the quest for social support; Pape (2005) and (2003) on liberation from

occupation; Hassan (2001) on promises of the afterlife; Bloom (2005) on honor, loyalty, coercion,
humiliation, and other psychological issues; and cf. Stern (2003).
8

It is impossible, of course, to measure significance precisely. Instead, we assume that feelings of

significance correspond with the related notion of status—one’s standing, relative to one’s community or
reference group (see below) with respect to a socially defined good or a bad—and hence that a change of
status will correspond to a change in significance. Unlike significance, status can be empirically measured,
when defined with the help of detailed occupation-codes unique to that dataset (see Jasso 2000 and Kwon
and Meyersson Milgrom 2009 for the theory and an application, respectively, of measuring status).
9

A reference group is a sociological concept referring to the community group to which an individual or

another group is compared and relative to which the individual is ranked according to some socially
defined good. (See Merton and Rossi 1950; Merton 1957; cf. also Stouffer et al. 1965(1949); Festinger
1954, 1956; Thibaut and Kelley 1959; Homans 1974; Blau 1964; Sherif and Sherif 1956, Sherif 1968;
Zelditch 1968; Berger et al. 1972; for two excellent overviews, see Jasso 2002 and Jasso 2000.)
10

These ideas date back to Aristotle and Tocqueville. (See also Robert Merton 1938; Karl Polanyi 1957;

Davis 1962; Gurr 1970; Stouffer et al. 1965 (1949); and overviews in Gambetta and Hertog 2007 and Jasso
2002.)
11

Pape (2005) claims that “... egoistic and anomic motives are insufficient ... Altruistic motives, either

alone or in conjunction with others, likely play an important role”; Pedahzur (2005) argues for different
motives in different cases.
12

Restricted job opportunities started already around the Gulf War when Kuwait expelled around 400,000

Palestinians because of Arafat’s alignment with Saddam Hussein. This has been the trend in other countries
where Palestinians had labor market opportunities (for instance Saudi Arabia) that have an ambition to go
domestic. The Israeli labor market was closed from 2000. Before the Gulf War 30 percent of Kuwait’s
population were Palestinians. In 2006 less than 3 percent were, i.e., 40,000. See also Gambetta and Hertog
(2007) on the relative importance of the functioning of labor markets in the West for Muslims and in Saudi
Arabia.
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13

Important developments of the concepts included the ideas of referential structure proposed by Berger et

al. (1972).

14

Things are never so simple, of course: Shoko Asahara, founder and leader of the group Aum Shirikyo,

killed 25 people using sarin gas in the Tokyo subway, providing an example of what “terrorists” can do in
Japan.
15

Unless explicitly applied to an individual leader or member, the notion of “extremism” below

refers not to any individual’s orientation or beliefs, but to an organization’s revealed preferences. These
preferences are its tactics; they are revealed by costly, coordinated, extreme actions and by the
organization’s willingness to spend its resources to acquire quality personnel to plan and execute its
missions.

16

Hamas, founded by Sheik Hassan Yusef, is composed of three integrated sectors or wings: the social

welfare wing, the political wing, which also manages the group’s public face, and the military wing,
engaged in covert activities such as executing suspected collaborators, surveilling potential targets,
procuring weapons, and carrying out guerilla and terrorist attacks. Overseeing Hamas activities is the
Majlis al-Shura, or consultative council, the group’s overarching political and decision-making body in
Damascus. The delegates to this body include Gazan leader Marzook (originally a professor at Georgetown
University in the U.S.A.), and Khaled Mishal, leader of the Kuwaiti group from the West Bank. Internal
leaders are overseeing activities in the territories while the external leadership is headquartered in
Damascus (see, e.g., Levitt 2006).
17

The Islamic tradition has a notion of service to God through the obligatory propagation of Dawa, true

Islam (Levitt 2006). In the relatively extreme Sunni group, for example, the pure Islamic practice of Dawa
is seen as a protecting Umma, the Islamic community or nation, from irreligious rulers.
18

Signals of commitment were also crucial for other organizations filling that void, including the

Palestinian Jihad (see Bloom 2005 and Mishal and Sela 2000).
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19

In strong states like Germany, and the United States, however, some people leave their regular
communities to join club-type organizations that provide public goods to their communities, but clubs or
sects in such countries with non-inclusive institutions are either much less likely to turn to violence than
those in other states though we might surely learn much from exceptions such as the ETA and IRA, Saudi
Arabian,” the Baader-Meinhof in Germany, and the Weathermen and Black Panthers in the United States
(see Kalyvas and Sanchez-Cuenca 2005).
20
The Muslim Brotherhood, Mujamma, and even Hamas under the leadership of Yassin, all proposed
“Internal Jihad” within the refugee camps that contained more than half of the population of Gaza. The
Mujamma Islamic Center, founded in 1973, took control of the administration as well as of religious and
educational Islamic institutions in the Gaza Strip. It also enjoyed increasing support from abroad and
legitimacy within the Arab and Muslim world (see Mishal and Sela 2000).
21

The possessors of this attribute have an exogenously but randomly determined position that they

announce. Those without character choose a position at random from an endogenously determined
distribution. As character becomes more important, the distribution of the no-character candidates goes
smoothly from a point mass on the preferred position of the median voter (zero importance of character) to
the distribution of the character candidates (infinite value). As character becomes more important, the
typical extremity of the positions of no-character candidates rises. Indeed, the support of positions grows
until it reaches the support of the character types. Where character means something like resistance to
bribery and threats, the salience of character rises as the frequency of bribery and threats increases, that is,
with increasing social disorder.
22

It is also plausible that other factors come into play. One might be a tactical signal of the leader’s strong

commitment to the cause (see Bloom 2005, Kydd and Walter 2006, 2008). Ossama Bin Laden’s decision
to sacrifice a comfortable life to live in the wilderness is an example.
23

Leaders who can show commitment to a cause and unwillingness to compromise may also be more

successful in generating funding from financial backers with similar goals.
24

Competition between organizations can be harsh, but they may also choose to collaborate (see Levitt

2006). Hamas and PIJ were fierce rivals during the ’80s and early ’90s, but largely collaborated after the
1993 Oslo Accords.
25

The kamikaze recruits changed over time. Elite military pilots were largely supplanted by younger, less-

educated recruits, perhaps because the practice simply became too expensive and not viable over time.
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26

In order to live with oneself after violating previously established norms, one must redefine right and

wrong as well as enemy and friend (Festinger 1956).
rises as the frequency of bribery and threats increases, that is, with increasing social disorder.
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